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Editor's note
2013: What a year! 

I think 2013 has been a significant year in the fight against wildlife crime. The issue has truly gone global, 
gaining the attention of President Obama and Secretary of State John Kerry, as well as the Royals. 
2013 was the 40th anniversary of CITES and the U.S. Endangered Species Act. The Philippines and 
the U.S. destroyed their ivory stockpiles, and France says it will do the same. Kenya’s President signed 
a new law which will hand down strong punishments to rhino horn and ivory traffickers. Nepal can be 
proud of another calendar year without losing a single rhino to the illegal trade. The long-awaited 
expansion of Javan rhino habitat in Indonesia is happening. World Rhino Day and World Pangolin Day 
both enjoyed unprecedented popularity. Mainstream media even took notice of pangolins this year!

But with wildlife crime in the spotlight, criminals are working harder.  New smuggling routes, as-yet-
unexploited trade loopholes, bigger bribes, and a proliferation of online trade all come to mind. So we'll 
be keeping an eye out for unscrupulous players hiding behind the “sustainable utilization” cloak.  We’ll 
be working on “mainstreaming” wildlife crime, sensitizing legal teams and the media to wildlife crime, 
and publicizing instances in which countries fail to comply with their obligations as CITES signatories. 

And I’d like to say thanks to this issue’s contributors: Sal Amato, Susie Watts, Astrid Andersson, Andy 
Larson, and Melinda MacInnis.  You guys rock!

I’m looking forward to fighting the good fight and building on the successes of this year for an even 
stronger 2014!

RhishjaEnjoy!
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The full roster of events began with encouraging news from the Environmental Crime Programme, 
who reported a recent elevation to a sub-directorate level within the INTERPOL organization.  This 
elevation to an Environmental Security Sub-directorate is in response to the direct recognition that 
environmental crime is a serious form of organized crime on par with other forms of transnational 
crime including trafficking in narcotics and firearms, as well as terrorism.  The sub-directorate is 
currently organized under four major crime areas with projects and operations coordinated within 
each.  These specialized crime areas are; Wildlife (Projects Predator, Wisdom and Ursa), Forestry 
(Project Leaf), Fisheries (Project Scale) and Environmental Quality (Project Eden).

Also on the first day, the INTERPOL Wildlife Crime Working Group held its 24th meeting since 
formation in 1992. The working groups Chair, Klairoong Poonpon (Thailand) kicked off the meeting 
with an update on the four main focus areas agreed upon by the group: wildlife forensics, illegal 
trade in wildlife on the internet, illegal trade in elephant ivory and rhinoceros horn, and illegal 
logging.  Updates were also provided by individual project coordinators.

Dr. William Clark (INTERPOL) provided an update for Project Wisdom which was formed to 
address alarming levels of crime involving elephants and rhinos. Stating that “poaching and 
trafficking in elephant ivory and rhinoceros horn have surpassed the capacity of law enforcement 
to address it,” Dr. Clark called for broader involvement by partner organizations recognizing that 
this was a problem that was going to take all of us to solve.   Dr. Clark did report successes 
in specific multinational task force operations like Operation Wendi and Operation Wildpath 
that resulted in significant arrests and seizures of contraband wildlife and firearms.  Dr. Clark 

by Salvatore Amato

also reported the deployment of three incident response teams to Togo, Nepal and Singapore in 
response to requests for assistance from those member countries.

Ms. Ioana Botezatu (INTERPOL) provided an update for Project Predator which was developed to 
support and enhance law enforcement capacity in tiger-range countries to protect and conserve 
wild tigers.  Project Predator’s efforts also extend to all Asian “big cats” and recently further extended 
its reach with inclusion of the snow leopard range countries Russia and Kyrgyzstan. Objectives 
of the project include: encourage communication, cooperation and collaboration with respect to 
intelligence exchange, cross-border investigations and training; contribute to the apprehension of 
criminals and organized groups; and develop a global picture of the criminal activity affecting the 
ongoing conservation of tigers and Asian big cats. In 2012 and 2013 the Operation conducted 5 
training and needs assessment workshops and seminars in Nepal, China, India and Thailand.

Mr. Richard Charette (INTERPOL) provided an update for Project Ursa, developed to address the 
illegal trade in bear and bear parts and products.  Specifically, Project Ursa focuses on illegal hunting 
of bears, the illegal trade in bear parts and products, as well as illegal captive establishments. 
Similar to the other projects, Project Ursa’s objectives are to improve and increase intelligence 
capability by law enforcement agencies, build law enforcement capacity to address these crimes, 
conduct specific operations and assist member countries in an advisory capacity as needed.

“As a former member of the 
INTERPOL wildlife crimes working 
group, I found it invaluable to 
reconnect with international 
colleagues. It was exciting to 
learn of new developments 
and future initiatives being 
contemplated by the working 
groups, as well as the role NGOs 
— such as Annamiticus — can 
take in assisting the international 
community in taking on the 
growing problem of wildlife 
poaching and trafficking.”

The International Environmental Compliance and Enforcement Committee Conference, hosted by INTERPOL and the United Nations 
Environment Program (UNEP), kicked off on November 4, 2013, with over 560 registered participants representing governmental, inter-
governmental and non-governmental agencies and organizations from more than 80 different countries.

In Nairobi: INTERPOL-UNEP Conference



Many of the bears had 
sores and lesions from 
rubbing against the 
bars of their tiny cells.
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by Susie Watts

The problem with the elephant debate in a CITES context 
is that the political symbolism of the African elephant has 
always blinded Parties to the horrific consequences of putting 
a commercial value on the species’ body parts.

Elephants are often referred to as “flagship” species and 
nowhere is this more true than in the CITES debate over 
“sustainable utilisation”. It seems pretty clear to me that, at 
some point in the very early 1990s, senior members of the 
CITES Secretariat, along with certain international NGOs, 
decided that if they could prove to the world that sustainable 
use works for elephants, they could prove that it works for any 
species. The elephants have been the poster child for that 
difficult and much wider debate ever since.

Elephants: 
The Poster Child for a Failed Experiment

PHOTO: SAL AMATO
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It was all about the timing, in my view. In 1987, African elephants 
were on Appendix II and a CITES-commissioned “ivory quota 
system” had been devised by a Zimbabwean lobbyist. Predictably, 
it had not reduced elephant poaching or illegal trade – far from 
it – and it was estimated that 80-90% of all ivory in international 
trade at the time had been taken from poached elephants. By 
1989, elephants were being killed at a rate of 2,000 a week. Just 
as we were beginning to recognise the sheer scale of CITES’ 
failure to control the “legal” trade, countries in Southern Africa 
were putting a great deal of time and effort into developing the 
concept of Community-based Natural Resource Management. 
CAMPFIRE in Zimbabwe was in its infancy and all the chatter 
in Southern African wildlife circles at the time was around the 
mantra of “use it or lose it”. The war in Zimbabwe – a war that 
was essentially fought over land – was still a vivid memory and 
land use issues were dominant in the thinking. How could the 
true value of land be realised and livelihoods supported without 
the damaging effects that livestock caused? How could those 
people who had been pushed into marginal areas during the 
colonial era make a living from land that was often unsuitable for 
cultivation or livestock?

Unfortunately, those very legitimate concerns were translated 
into some very woolly thinking and, it has to be said, by some 
clever manipulation of the truth. For example, it was repeatedly 
stated that the ban would deprive communities of their 
livelihoods because money from the ivory trade was being used 
for community wildlife projects, when the reality at the time was 
that all money earned through the sale of ivory went directly 
into central Treasury coffers in every Southern African country. 
The debate over international trade in ivory was characterised 
as one between rich and poor, the developed and developing 
world. The fact that it was Tanzania that proposed the Appendix 
I listing was conveniently overlooked, as were the pro-ban views 
of a large majority of African elephant range States.

As we geared up for CoP7, having lobbied ourselves into the 
ground for Appendix I, there was a head-on collision between 
what was clearly the only answer – a global ivory ban – and 
the emerging ideology of CBNRM. That collision is what has 
determined the course of the debate ever since. Elephants had 
no chance whatsoever of being seen as just another species that 
had been grossly over-exploited and needed help from CITES. 
Instead, they became a political football on a global scale.

In October 1989, concern for the elephants overrode other 
considerations and the Appendix I listing was adopted. The was 
partly because of the sheer clarity of the pro-ban argument and 
partly because the southern African countries’ PR machine had 

not yet been fired up. The hiring of very expensive PR companies 
in London would come later! After all, this was not about money 
from ivory sales – it was all about winning the argument.

It was only after the Appendix I listing that the battle really began, 
and it continues to this day. After that initial victory in 1989, those 
of us who have always recognised the devastating effects of 
trading ivory internationally have, overall, been on the losing 
side. The concept of “sustainable utilisation”, like motherhood 
and apple pie, must be a good thing, mustn’t it? 

Previous Secretary-Generals of CITES liked it because it 
appeared, superficially at least, to comply with the pro-South 
policy-making ideology that emerged at the 1972 Stockholm 
Summit and that has defined subsequent Earth Summits. Parties 
like it because they think it will alleviate poverty in their countries, 
create jobs and even prevent political instability. What’s not to 
like? And of course, many international NGOs are still trying to 
make it work. Having put their careers and reputations on the 
line for it, they have had to exert a significant amount of control 
over the debate ever since, despite the lack of evidence to show 
that legal wildlife trade – or, indeed, trophy hunting – has made 
the slightest difference to the poverty index anywhere in the 
world. But, these days, a funding proposal that does not contain 
the phrase “millennium development goals” isn’t worth the paper 
it’s written on.

And so, far from acknowledging the need for a corporate re-
think, or recognising that international trade in high-value wildlife 
products has achieved little, apart from threatening the very 
existence of the species from which they’re taken, the trade 
lobby continues its fruitless attempts to push a square peg into a 
round hole. Since the 2008 China ivory debacle, we have been 
treated to the spectacle of furious backpedaling and re-writing of 
history on an almost Orwellian scale. It would be amusing were 
it not for the thousands of elephants that have died as a result of 
this obstinate unwillingness to admit that ivory cannot be traded 
sustainably and nor, I’d be willing to bet, can any other wildlife 
product of similar or higher value in east Asian markets.

Whether or not the trade lobby decides to take it on the chin – 
and publicly acknowledge the spectacular failure of all attempts 
to separate the legal from the illegal ivory trade – has yet to be 
seen. For the time being, elephants remain a flagship species – 
this time for the credibility of CITES itself.

Susie Watts is an independent wildlife consultant. She has worked on 
wildlife trade issues for 25 years and contributes to the work of The 
Conservation Action Trust. Opinions presented in this piece are those 
of the author alone, and not those of any NGO with whom she is, or 
has been, associated. Article reprinted with the author’s permission.

“Since the 2008 China 
ivory debacle, we have 
been treated to the 
spectacle of furious 
backpedaling and re-
writing of history on an 
almost Orwellian scale.”
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Pangolin trafficking figures continued to climb in 2013, with seizures reported in mainland 
China, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Myanmar, Nepal, Thailand, Vietnam, 
Cameroon, Gabon, Uganda, Zimbabwe, and France. Based on reported seizures of both 
bodies and scales in 2013, the gruesome total came to an appalling 8,125 pangolins. 

Keep in mind that this figure probably represents a mere 10 - 20% of the 
actual illegal trade. This means we could be looking at 40,625 to 81,250 
pangolins killed in 2013 alone.

While the majority of pangolins and scales are believed to be sourced from Southeast 
Asia, alternative source and transit countries continue to emerge. Investigations in 
China revealed that more than one ton of pangolin scales were trafficked into the 
country from Pakistan during 2013. Smugglers also attempted to bring pangolin 
scales into mainland China from Qatar, Nigeria, and Equatorial Guinea; a shipment of 
326 kg of pangolin scales intercepted in Hong Kong was said to have come from an 
unspecifed country in Africa. And 50 kg of pangolin scales from Cameroon (believed to 
be headed for Vietnam) were intercepted by customs authorities at Charles de Gaulle 
airport in Paris.

Unsurprisingly, the China-Vietnam border region is somewhat of a trafficking “hotspot”. 
At Vietnam’s busy Hai Phong Port, 16 tons of pangolins and nearly one ton of scales were 
intercepted, while 261 kg of pangolins were seized in Quang Ninh Province near the China border. 
On the China side, four seizures totaling 187 pangolins occurred in or near Fangchenggang, which 
borders Vietnam. One of the smugglers claimed that the 73 pangolins he was transporting came from 
Vietnam. 
 

SNAPSHOT: PANGOLIN TRAFFICKING IN 2013
Number of pangolins*

confiscated:

8125
Where did pangolin trafficking

incidents occur?

*Combined total of pangolins plus number of pangolins represented by scales. 
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China sentenced one smuggler 
to three years in jail with three 

and a half years probation, 
plus a $4,762 fine. Another 
was sent to jail for six 
months and fined $826.

In Zimbabwe, a pangolin 
trafficker was prosecuted 
to the full extent of the law, 

receiving an unprecedented 
nine-year prison term.

49
Pangolin trafficking 

incidents.

Convictions reported.

3
Incidents resulted in arrests.*

19

More than 17 tons of pangolins were discovered in cargo ships.

2000 pangolins were discovered in a fishing vessel.

At least  685 pangolins were found in cars and pickup trucks.

1112 kg of pangolin scales were sent through the mail.

49 pangolins were found in a “suspicious ambulance”.

1.5 cups of pangolin scales were discovered inside an airline passenger’s socks.

9 kg of scales were “attached to thighs and other parts of the body” with duct tape.

13
Countries.

*In some cases, more than one suspect was arrested.
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 ENFIN: Ending the Shark Slaughter 
by Astrid Andersson

PHOTO: Finning in M’Bour, Senegal (SEBASTIAN LOSADA)
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Faced with unabated fishing levels and futile protective laws, the 
changing current of public sentiment seems the shark’s best bet for 
survival.
 
After 40 million years as the apex predator of the world’s oceans, sharks are shaking off their formerly fearsome, 
Jaws-inspired reputation, and taking on a new role. Sharks have become prey. Targeted for their fins, it is 
estimated that 73 million sharks are now killed every year. That’s 200,000 per day, 147 a minute, and about 
three in the time it took you to read this sentence.
 
But the tide is turning. The younger generation of Chinese are showing signs that they are not as interested 
in the traditional shark fin soup delicacy that is spearheading such unsustainable fishing. The controversial 
dish – costing up to US$100 a bowl – is now notably missing from the menu at government functions, hotel 
kitchens and an increasing number of weddings. Civil society is also rallying behind the species: with popular 
campaigns, protests and petitions gaining increasing voice, power and influence.
 
In this case, top-down is not the direction the currents of change are being carried. Although global legislation 
has been updated, the policing of the shark findustry varies between countries, and attempts at creating 
international standards are littered with loopholes.
 

Legislative loopholes 
 
Attempts to establish international guidelines are partial, and unevenly implemented. In March, for example, 16 
shark subspecies – including Oceanic Whitetip, Porbeagle and Scalloped, Smooth and Great Hammerheads 
– were added to the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES) list, making it illegal 
to trade in their parts. But this is incomplete for a number of reasons.
 
Firstly, the economy of sharks is such that a fin is worth a lot more than the rest of the carcass. So in order 
to minimize weight and maximize profit, fishermen cut the fins off the (often live) sharks and toss the rest 
into the sea, where they sink, finless and helpless, to the seabed. This is not only cruel, but prevents species 
identification upon landing the fin cargo. Some countries in Europe and  America have banned the landing of 
fins alone, but the chance was missed to do so globally at the International Commission for the Conservation 
of Atlantic Tunas’ (ICCAT) annual meeting in late November, where the proposal “obliging boats to land sharks 
with fins naturally attached” was defeated.
 
Individual national policies then take their lead from this, and the reality is that they do not have the resources, 
or impetus, to test the DNA of each, legally landed, fin. This renders any species-specific bans, such as those 
implemented by CITES, totally ineffectual.
 The port city of Hong Kong, on China’s southern border, handles 

over 50 per cent of global shark fin trade, and is generally 
considered “ground zero” for the import and export of fins. In 2008, 
close to 10,000 metric tons (10 million kg) of the product passed 
through the territory, according to the Hong Kong Census and 
Statistics Department. Over 145 different countries supply Hong 
Kong traders with shark fins. PHOTO: Shark fins for sale in Hong 
Kong (ASTRID ANDERSSON)
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Some airlines also enforced a blanket ban on fins as cargo, 
including: Lan Chile, LATAM Airlines Group, Eva Air, Aeroméxico, 
Emirates, Korean Airlines, Asiana Airlines, Qantas, Air New 
Zealand and Garuda Indonesia. This came about because 
Shark Rescue launched a petition in cooperation with MyOcean 
and sent a letter co-signed by 50 groups to Cathay Pacific (who 
have yet to commit to a full blanket ban) as well as over 20 other 
airlines. The efforts extended to shipping companies, of which 
Evergreen, CMA CGM and Hanjin have made firm commitments 
against the shark fin trade.
 
Luxury accommodation groups The Peninsula Hotels and 
Shangri-La Hotels and Resorts, among others, took shark fin 
soup off the menu at banquets and events held in their prestigious 
properties – again signaling to the population that this dish is no 
longer considered a luxury item, or even acceptable at all.
 

The tides of change

These practical achievements have occurred in the service 
industries, and appear to be a response to the sentiments of 
their clientele: society in general. 

April 2011 saw the first ever comprehensive study on attitudes 
towards shark fin consumption in Hong Kong. Over 1,000 people 
– both old and young, and 89% of whom had eaten shark fin 
in the last 12 months – were interviewed by the University of 
Hong Kong Social Sciences Research Centre and BLOOM. Of 
these, 36.1% said their shark fin consumption had decreased, 
and 56.8% of those listed environmental concern as the main 
reason. Moreover, 58.5% had remembered past publicity 
campaigns against shark finning, 66.7% were uncomfortable 
with eating endangered fish species, and 85.3% had moderate 
to strong support for the prohibition of import of shark fin to Hong 
Kong.

The publicity campaigns referred to in the survey have been 
gaining momentum in the past five years as the shark fin issue 
has become increasingly high profile. In Hong Kong, for example, 
Elfassy staged one of the first public anti-shark fin protests in 
late 2009 in the territory’s ‘dried seafood street’ where much 
of the global trade passes through. And on Kids Ocean Day 
in November 2013, Ocean Recovery Alliance got over 1,000 
children, teachers and volunteers to form a giant aerial art shark 
on the beach and ‘re-attach its fin’. Both events received wide 
coverage in the regional press.

 
In Hong Kong, for example, “not until 2006 was one of the first 
studies using DNA species identification done in the shark fin 
trade, and after that bible study, not much else has happened,” 
says Stan Shea, project co-ordinator at non-profit marine 
conservation organization BLOOM. “This hampers the listing of 
other species because there is no proof of the rate of decline 
and the level of threat,” he adds. This highlights the perpetual 
catch-22 situation that shark fin legislation finds itself in: 
species are not monitored, and can therefore not be quantified 
or regulated. This point was almost implicit at the ICCAT’s 
November meeting, when they failed to also fully ban trade in 
the endangered Porbeagle shark, with the resulting report citing 
that data was “too limited to provide a robust indication on the 
status of stocks.” 
 
The objectives of such bodies should be considered when 
assessing the impact of their measures, notes Ran Elfassy, 
director of Shark Rescue. “CITES is an organization dedicated 
to trade, not conservation. It is a means to figure out how to sell 
animals, and only when it is extremely serious does regulation 
happen. I take my lead from International Union for Conservation 
of Nature (IUCN), which lists 200 or more out of the 350 or so 
shark species on their Red List, as they base it on the best 
available data.” 

“By the time CITES acknowledges it, the situation is already 
critical.” 
 

Signs of solidarity with sharks
 
But society seems to have stepped in to fill gaps left by laws that 
are lacking, because there have been notable wins for shark fins 
recently. 

In 2013, both the Chinese and Hong Kong governments publicly 
pledged not to serve shark fin soup at their official functions 
again. This bears a huge symbolic importance, as the leaders 
of the territories with the highest shark fin consumption rate in 
the world shunned the status implied by serving the soup, thus 
acknowledging that shark conservation is of greater importance. 

Banks including HSBC, Hang Seng Bank, Hong Kong and China 
Gas Company and Citibank have also pledged not to serve the 
dish at any corporate banquets, following pressure from WWF 
HK and The Hong Kong Shark Foundation.
 

“The youth and young professionals are very much aware of 
the shark fin issue and I think it’s being  reflected in top level 
practices... this effect should snowball,” says Shaun Martin, 
project co-ordinator at Kids Ocean Day.

Social media also indicates this trend, with 19,000 people having 
‘liked’ a “say no to shark fin” group established on Facebook in 
2009, and 9,000 people becoming fans of one set up in 2010 
which calls on wedding guests to give 30% less gift money to 
couples who serve shark fin as part of their wedding banquet. 
Another campaign “FINished with fins”,  meanwhile, involves 
local celebrities and has 10,244 followers.

“If people know what’s at stake and are informed of what exactly 
is going on, they can make an educated decision to change, and 
generally they do. If you don’t you have to willfully blind yourself 
to it. The more you learn about it the more you realize that it 
doesn’t make sense,” says Elfassy. 
 

End of the line

As it stands, the trade in sharks is at a fundamentally 
unsustainable level. Regardless of the “limited data available 
on stocks”, there isn’t much slow-growing wildlife that could 
survive a slaughter rate of 73 million a year. And the reluctance 
of international governing bodies and national governments to 
impose blanket bans, rather than unregulated species-specific 
regulation, is allowing an effectively free market trade in the 
animals to continue unabated, as well as barbaric practices of 
live finning. And it’s all for the sake of profit, and vanity.

But the way to change this is to encourage a shift in outdated 
attitudes that become a threat when exercised on a global, 
industrial scale. If we eliminate the belief that shark fin soup 
symbolizes status, profits will sink and supply will end. In the 
absence of an international ban, that is the main tool there is 
against a practice that could make a species so vital to our 
ocean’s ecosystem become extinct. 

Public outcry also generates ripples in other industries – victories 
that when added together surmount to practical change that 
makes a real difference. The number of shark fins that would 
have been consumed in The Peninsula Hotel in Hong Kong since 
its rejection of the product would no doubt amount to thousands. 
And in California, Washington state and Oregon it became 
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unlawful to trade any shark products in 2011 following a series of protests and public pressure.

Elfassy believes this is on the horizon for Hong Kong, the shark’s ‘ground zero’ : “Overall what I 
think is going to happen is that there will be a societal rejection... and this will inevitably pressure 
the government to change legislation in tandem with the sentiment of the people.”

And if momentum continues as it is there’s a real chance it’s not too late to save the magnificent, 
mysterious creature that safeguards the balance of our seas.  

Why sharks are 
vulnerable to 
overfishing

 
Sharks have fallen victim to a deadly combination of fac-
tors leaving them both open to economic exploitation, 
and extinction.
 
• Low reproductive capacity – slow growth, long gestation 
periods and low birth rate - leaves them exceptionally 
vulnerable to over-fishing.

• Shy, solitary nature also means population estimates are 
difficult to monitor.

• Habitats are spread over a number of international waters, 
rendering national legislation attempts relatively ineffectual, 
and regulation of catch and capture a huge challenge.

Sign the petition here to demand that the Hong Kong government legislates a ban on the sale and possession of shark fin in Hong Kong.

On Kids Ocean 
Day in November 
2013, Ocean 
Recovery Alliance 
got over 1,000 
children, teachers 
and volunteers to 
form a giant aerial 
art shark on the 
beach and ‘re-
attach its fin’. 



PHOTO: ALEX HOFFORD

https://secure.avaaz.org/en/petition/Extinction_is_forever_2/?copy 
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UPDATE
by Melinda MacInnis
Writer/Director/Producer

The Price team traveled widely this fall and winter, 
wrapping up ongoing story lines in Swaziland and 
filming innovative, solution-based approaches to rhino 
protection in Nepal and Kenya. 

Nepal has committed the strength of its military to 
guarding its national parks, designated community 
forests for local use, and created buffer zones around its 
parks to mitigate human-animal conflict. 23% of Nepal is 
now set aside as national parks and reserves.

Kamal Jung Kunwar, Chief Warden of Nepal’s Chitwan 
National Park. By relentlessly tracking down poachers 
and middlemen, confronting judicial corruption, and 
insisting on “jail not bail” for offenders, Kunwar is largely 
credited with helping to bring Nepal’s rhino poaching 
virtually to a halt. 
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Cameraman Mark Crawford films wild rhino and 
elephant tracks in Nepal’s Bardia National Park. 
Bardia has  increased its Greater One-Horned 
population from 24 to 37 in the last few years, a 
breeding success story. 

A male Greater One-Horned napping in the tall 
grass of Chitwan after a long night of grazing - 
just the way it should be!

The Price director and Annamiticus board member, Melinda MacInnis, 
holding up an Annamiticus logo outside the National Trust for Nature 
Conservation (NTNC) Biodiversity Center in Chitwan. NTNC works in 
partnership with the government to preserve and nurture Nepal’s unique 
biodiversity and help enrich the lives of local communities through 
environmental stewardship.
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At the famed David Sheldrick Wildlife Trust elephant orphanage in Nairobi National Park, Kenya. Each of these 
babies has seen its mother murdered by poachers. Thanks to the unparalleled life’s work of Dame Daphne 
Sheldrick, these orphans will have a second chance at life. The eventual fate of Africa’s elephants and rhinos 
are inseparably intertwined.
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Since 2007, Saving Rhinos - now Annamiticus - have worked to bring the rhino crisis to the world’s attention.  It has been 
a long, hard-fought struggle. World awareness grows every year.

This year, the crisis moved onto center stage of one of Marvel Comic’s most famous heroes: Wolverine.  Throughout 
my childhood, some of the world’s most serious issues were editorialized in comics.  Dennis O’Neil and Neal Adams 
took on heroin addiction in a legendary Green Lantern/Green Arrow run.  Stan Lee and Jack Kirby created the X-men 
to showcase the world’s issues of prejudice and bigotry.   Wildlife trafficking is very serious issue in my heart and I am 
happy to see it brought to comics.

Marvel Comics created a two-part story in Savage Wolverine 12 and 13.  One of the industry’s most gifted artists, Phil 
Jimenez illustrated the books.   Jimenez coauthored the tale with Scott Lope.  Wolverine was the perfect choice for the 
protagonist.  He is a hero more in comfort with nature than the human race.  He is also a fan favorite in both graphic 
novels and the silver screen.

The creators portrayed this real life horror in convincing fashion.  The first issue did a great job of capturing the brutality 
of a wounded, dehorned rhino.  There was also a scene with a barbaric vault that stores stockpiled rhino horn and 
ivory.  Along the way, Jimenez reveals important aspects of the rhino horn and ivory trade.  The story starts with military 
precision of wildlife trafficking gangs and continues with highly organized smuggling routes to the imaginary Asian nation 
of Madripoor.  Once the rhino horn and ivory arrives in Asia, the story shows that it is just another organized crime 
racket that has become big business.  There is even a reference to the phony cancer cure!  The tale sheds light on the 
destructive wildlife trade and the potential endgame of extinction. 

Comics fans will love the story, as it goes back over 80 years and embraces an unknown part of Wolverine’s distant 
past.  For me, the story is important for two reasons.  First, it is wonderful that the rhino horn and ivory trade problem will 
be brought to the attention of so many readers.  Secondly, it reminded me about why Annamiticus/SavingRhinos was 
formed.  When we started in late 2007, the world was a very tough place.  Financial panic was beginning to grip the globe 
and there was great despair everywhere.  Folks asked why we wanted to help wildlife when there was more serious 
human suffering.  Why turn our attention to far away places in Africa and Asia?  The answer seemed simple.  Wildlife is 
our planet’s precious heritage.  It not a resource to be exploited for profit or gain.  If human race is the earth’s dominant 
species, then it is our obligation to protect and preserve wildlife.

I send a special thanks to Phil Jimenez, Scott Lope and Marvel comics for stepping up for wild life.  The tale shows that 
this global issue and everyone can help.

I wish everyone a happy and healthy 2014.

 Rhino Crisis Crosses Over to Pop Culture by Andrew Larson
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Closing thoughts
Thank you for joining Annamiticus on our final voyage of 2013! We hope you found this issue of The Annamiticus Quarterly 
to be informative, educational, and enjoyable. Our next issue will feature World Pangolin Day 2014 and much more!

We’d also like to give a HUGE RHINO-SIZED THANK YOU to our AWESOME supporters, who make our work possible.  Your 
donations help us produce high-impact educational content, build the digital communications capacity of our partners 
in the field, provide technical expertise to our international NGO partners, and promote a greater understanding of the 
threats to endangered species with field visits to regions where threats are unusually high and under-reported. 

Want to learn more about Annamiticus? Visit our website at annamiticus.com,  connect with us on our Facebook page 
(facebook.com/Annamiticus), and follow us on Twitter (@annamiticus).

Until next time ...

PEACE LOVE ANNAMITICUS!

http://annamiticus.com
http://www.facebook.com/Annamiticus
http://twitter.com/Annamiticus

